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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Campus Verlag | Gamete Donation and Kinship Knowledge in
Germany and Britain. Dissertationsschrift | Eigene und Fremde WeltenOpenness about sperm and
egg donation and the regulation of donor anonymity or non-anonymity are new phenomena. How
do affected families, clinics, and regulators deal with information about gamete donors and the
donation itself? And how does this knowledge management contribute to the creation and
enactment of kinship? Addressing these questions in Germany and Britain, this ethnography makes
a comparative contribution to the empirical and theoretical analysis of kin-formation and social
change.Maren Klotz reveals a contemporary renegotiation of the values of privacy, information-
sharing, and connectedness as they relate to the social, clinical, and regulatory management of
kinship information. Transparency, not genetics, is the moral imperative, and instead of an
unambiguously discernible "geneticization," her findings on donor non-anonymity and parental
openness display a pattern of "transparentization." This pattern represents a shift in authority over
kinship away from the sometimes highhanded reproductive medical profession towards concerned
groups, parents-by-donation, and policymakers.Bekommt ein Paar ein Kind mithilfe von
gespendeten Ei- und Samenzellen, stellt sich die Frage, wie diese Familie mit dem Wissen um die
Spende im Alltag umgeht. Maren Klotz untersucht, wie Verwandtschaft vor...
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Absolutely essential read through pdf. it was actually writtern extremely flawlessly and valuable. You will like how the writer publish this book.
-- Destin Leff ler-- Destin Leff ler

This is basically the greatest pdf i have got go through right up until now. It normally fails to cost excessive. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Genoveva  La ng wor th-- Genoveva  La ng wor th
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